Congratulations on your purchase of the all new Sentry Mechanical Firing Device! We here at TF Industries are devoted to the highest level of craftsmanship and personal security. It is our promise to you to provide the best product service possible within our limitations.

Be aware that the makers of Sentry are not responsible for any injuries that may occur while using this product, including but not limited to loss of vision, limbs, pets, loved ones, or accidental death.

We at TF Industries know you’ll enjoy your new Sentry and Thank You for choosing our product. We hope you will consider purchasing other products available in the Buildables line of engineering products in the future.

NOTE
Use only Uhlman Build-Matic Wrench included in package when assembling this product. Failure to follow instructions may result in permanent damage to product and is not covered under warranty.

Supply the whole team with

DISPENSE-O-MATIC 9000
PROVISIONS DISPENSER

THE ‘ALL-IN-ONE’ STATION
Don't leave your squad empty handed in the field.
Keep 'em loaded up on supplies with the all-new Dispense-O-Matic 9000 provisions dispenser, and keep 'em fighting. With an innovative new design and attractive glowing beam, teammates can link up to the Dispense-O-Matic 9000 from distances of up to several feet!

ASSEMBLES IN SECONDS!
With a wide variety of necessary supplies on hand, the Dispense-O-Matic 9000 is fully equipped with missiles, health and first aid supplies, and scrap metal utilities for all the functional diversions in the TF Industries line of buildable engineering products.

extend your warranty protection with an
extended services contract

• Covers all products in use and protects from damage incurred by negligence
• Immediate Reimbursement of all buildable funds and materials upon respawn
• Prompt Notification Alert when any of the covered products are in danger of attached foreign devices or incurred ballistics damage

Warning
At no time should you attempt to repair or upgrade Sentry Device while in possible line of sight of Motion Tracking System. Failure to follow these instructions may result in injury or death.

Please Recycle
All refuse scrap material from demolished buildable products can be recycled and reused in the construction and relocation of additional buildings.
FUNCTIONAL OPERATIONS GUIDE

SENTRY LEVEL 1

SENTRY LEVEL 2

SENTRY LEVEL 3
MODIFYING YOUR SENTRY

Upgrading Initial Device:

• Following primary deployment of your sentry mechanical firing device additional modifications can be made using your Uhlman Build-Matic Wrench (included with personal hud selection options).

• Loosen both sides (swing wrench violently) of main housing barrel to allow for separation and retraction of both the main barrel and housing container.

Rotational Firing Mechanisms:

• The main ammunition housing container located at the rear of your sentry mechanical firing device is capable of handling cyclical ammunition feed. Such feed is required for maintaining and operating the dual rotational firing mechanisms included in a level 2 upgrade.

• Continue swinging wrench in an aggressive manner in the direction of your sentry in order to extend dual rotational barrels and remove rear lid from ammunition housing container.

Adjusting Ammunition Feed:

• Additional ammunition belts connect to rear ammunition container and link to the cyclical feed system for full automatic firing capabilities. In order for firing mechanisms to function properly, power cables (included) need to be connected to the main power supply located at the front face of ammunition container.

• Adjust top bolt located at rear of sentry (swing wrench downwards in a hammering motion) in order to release ammunition belts and main power supply cable system. Barrels should now be fully extended.
MODIFYING YOUR SENTRY (cont’d)

Additional Rocket Support

• The main ammunition housing container and central power supply at the rear of your sentry device also serves as a storage container for the additional target guided rocket launch support system included in the level 3 upgrade.

• Position power cables and ammunition belts (force-fully deliver arm and wrench together in a repetitive swinging motion) aside to allow for rear container to drop back and release rocket launch support device. With rocket launch arm fully extended targets can now be motion tracked and eliminated from various distances.

NOTE: Keep all animals and small children away from rear of device to avoid dangers incurred by backblast.

Maintaining a Full Upgrade:

• With all modifications complete, your sentry should now be fully equipped to handle all defensive situations. Remember, your sentry requires attention and maintenance at all times. While especially vulnerable to well timed rocket attacks and proximity grenades, the sentry’s biggest weakness is the handheld AM/FM Ultra-Sapper.

• When Ultra-Sapper device is affixed to the top section of the sentry device, remove red and green wire and tune dial (bludgeon device with reckless abandon using wrench included in package. Follow up with sporadic shotgun fire in the immediate vicinity of sentry device. Shotgun also included in package.) to frequency KZQ-10z.

NOTE: The makers of sentry mechanical firing device assume no responsibility for damage or injuries acquired to the owner while operating this device. Remember to keep head, neck, face, chest, arms, and legs clear from line of fire at all times.
Sit back, relax, and start enjoying the hands-free good life with our fully customizable tripod-mounted mechanical firing device. This all-in-one package includes two fully automatic rotational minigun barrels and four surface to air guided missiles, all backed by TF Industries’ famous commitment to delivering only the highest quality buildable mechanics for every situation. So go ahead and let them catch you napping —

*Sentry has you covered!*

“**All the Firepower You Need, — With Both Hands Freed!**”